Encountering the Inner Layers of the Earth as a Rosicrucian/Christian Initiation,
in relation to the Beatitudes and the 9-fold human being.
My Anthroposophical research, which I use to deepen my inner development,
strengthening my thinking, feeling & willing, & to which I work to apply in the creation of
Festivals, has taken me into many territories touched on by Rudolf Steiner. In relation to
the cycle of the year, this includes the realms of the ancient mysteries up through
Rosicrucianism & deep onto the path of the “New Mysteries” where Spiritual Science
lays the course for our Modern Initiation. But up until 2 years ago I really hadn’t
explored the theme of the ‘interior of the earth’; in part because it seemed so
overwhelming.
Then when I started working with the Central Regional Council on our ‘Speaking with
the Stars’ project, I began investigating cosmic/earthly events, such as the rare tetrad
series of eclipses that occurred throughout 2014 & 2015. (the spiritual significance of
an eclipse an overview)
This warranted my attention as festivals Coordinator, since the dates corresponded
to Easter/Passover & Michaelmas/Sukkot (the Jewish harvest festival) for 2 years in a
row!
In 2014 we experienced a Lunar Eclipse on April 15th – the 1st day of Passover; it
was also Holy Tuesday. Those who follow the life of Christ during Holy Week know,
that on Holy Tuesday the scene is the verbal sparring with the high priests in the
temple – Christ bends the Mars spirit to His purposes, & in the evening, an Apocalyptic

future is revealed. (So much to ponder when you consider that on this day we also had
the 1st of a series of 4 eclipses!)
Then in 2015, in light of the fact that the dates of Easter matched the dates of the
original Mystery of Golgotha (April 5, 33AD); & specifically because we experienced
a Full Lunar eclipse on April 4th – again the 1st day of Passover & also, Holy
Saturday; described as Christ’s descent into the inner earth - well this seemed like a
powerful indication that I should look into these realms in connection with what
Steiner calls the ‘Christian Initiation.’ When I saw that the Solar Eclipse of
the Harvest Moon, on the 1st day of Sukkot, Sept. 28, 2015, was on Michaelmas
eve, I knew I would gather with other Michaelites to hold the light during these eclipses.
And so it is that I humbly present this essay as an overview, which is meant to tie
together the seemingly diverse subjects of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Interior of the Earth,
A map of the Modern path of Initiation,
The practical application of the occult meaning of The Sermon on the Mount,
And a picture of the 7 & 9 fold Human Being.
To bring to light the trials & great rewards on this path. What is this modern
path? How is it different from the ancient mystery schools? Well for one thing, it holds
the essence & mission of the Christ impulse at its core. Following the life of Christ, we
can consciously work on each stage of our 7-fold nature, advancing the evolution of
humanity to reveal & live into our 9-fold being.
Of the many things the disciple discovers on this path, we learn that the past, the
present & the future- which is in a process of continuous change – are inscribed into the
layers of the inner earth as a living chronicle, much like the akashic records. The Earth
bears in her own special way, the soul-spiritual deposits from all epochs of world
evolution - from Old Saturn on…
As the disciple traverses the path of initiation, making the descent through its
layers, they encounter these past eras. Meeting noble achievements, as well as
confronting stunted spiritual beings that have chosen to remain behind rather than
ascend.

Rudolf Steiner in his commentary on the Apocalypse of St. John describes the goal of
these adversarial beings as the formation of an anti-Jupiter evolution, a division within
humanity described in the gospels as the goats & the lambs – what Steiner calls a
‘cinder ball of reversed spiritualization’ – The initiate must work to counteract this
division.
So even if you don’t see yourself as consciously being on the path of initiation, with
every inner & outer action we are collaborating with great spiritual beings, with the socalled dead, & with each other, in creating the karma of the world; responsible with all of
humanity for what occurs.
St. John, the disciple whom Jesus loved, through his unique Christian initiation as
Lazarus, was the 1st to enter these realms. He took Christ’s teaching to heart & put
them into practice.
One of these great teachings is The ‘Sermon on the Mount’ - an occult instruction that
reveals that The Beatitudes are a remedy to the inner layers of the earth; a healing
medicine that can be applied by us today to counteract the adversarial
powers working against the highest goals of evolution.
Of course the ‘Great Work’ of initiation is done every day, thru our every thought, word,
& deed, but every year at Easter-Tide we can experience a Cosmic recapitulation
of the Christian Initiation, providing impedance for our work.
It is important to remember that Easter is a movable feast, determined by a cosmic
alignment. 1st the Sun must enter into the sign of Spring, then it waits for the Moon to
come into its vernal fullness, then the Planetary Beings, whose names correspond with
the days of the week, come into play. We are meant to connect to the Solar forces, so
when the first Sun-day after the Full Moon of Spring arrives, then it is time to keep the
Easter festival. This is intended to remind us of an event whose significance lies, not
merely within the course of earth-evolution, but within the whole world-order into which
humankind has been placed.
Rudolf Steiner gives the Christian Initiation 7 stages (the 7-fold human being) The
8th & 9th stages, which can be achieved in future times, are defined by Steiner in his

lectures on the Rosicrucian stream as part of the 9-fold Human; & are described as
advancements of the 1st and 2nd stages. #10 is, of course, its own category.

Jacopo Tintoretto
The 1st stage in what Steiner calls “The Christian Initiation” has qualities described
in ‘How to Know Higher Worlds’ as Reverence. It is a preparatory exercise of a moral
character, relating to the scene where Christ washes the feet of the disciples before the
Passover Feast - an example of the profound humility & devotion of the Master to His
disciples & the work.
In a deeper sense, the story relates to the evolution of all beings in Nature. The scene is
really a reference to a profound occult law that says: ‘The higher is a product of the
lower’. At 1st this may seem counter-intuitive, but when we really think about it, we see
that the plant could not exist without the mineral, the animal needs the plant. And
humanity sustains life from the plants & animals.
So the esoteric meaning of the 1st Stage called ‘The Washing of the Feet’ is that the
Cosmic Being of The Christ, because of His vastness, could not have accomplished His
great deed on earth without being centered in the circle of the 12, an earthly
representation of the zodiac. We see this same configuration in the initiation of
Christian Rosenkreutz - another example of a sacred container for the spirit. The higher
needs the chalice of the lower to support it.

This stage corresponds to the physical body & to the 1st layer of the inner earth,
called the Mineral Earth. This topmost layer is like an eggshell containing everything
known to natural science. Thin & fragile, it allows volcanic eruptions from deeper layers
to emerge.
Rudolf Steiner felt compelled to speak for the 1st time about the interior of the
earth at Easter in 1906, because Mt. Vesuvius had just erupted on April 6th. The
San Francisco earthquake hit on April 18th. Valparaiso Chile had an 8.2 magnitude
quake August 16th, & then the next day, the Aleutian Islands got struck by a devastating
magnitude 8.35 quake.
So even though these signals were loud & clear that the topic of the interior of the earth
was calling out to be heard & heeded, Steiner found his audience reluctant or unable to
engage in this intense, difficult topic at that time.
He then began to work with Christ’s ‘Sermon on the Mount’ in connection with this
theme; regarding the Beatitudes as the antidote, the medicine needed to work in
these realms.
Steiner came to see that the 1st Beatitude is the remedy for this 1st layer of the inner
earth: “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven”
Ok, sure, I went to bible school as a child, I remember the Sermon on the Mount, I’ve
heard these Beatitudes before, but I was never really able to penetrate them. So I was
thankful that Steiner took it upon himself to re-work them for our understanding:
The 1st Beatitude thru Steiner:: “Blessed are they who are beggars for the spirit, for
if they develop their Ego ruled outer bodies in the right way, they will find within
themselves the kingdom of heaven.”
And so we realize that we are not meant to beg for material things; we must strive for
knowledge of the spirit. This is the 1st step, which leads to a ripening of our Ego
forces, which will then begin to work down into the physical body, so we can become
the grail that holds ‘the Kingdom of heaven’ within. – We see the achievement of this in
stages 8 & 9.

Steiner tells us that there are certain symptoms or indications that give proof that the
aspirant is on the right track. The affirmation for this 1st stage of initiation comes when,
thru meditation on the theme of ‘The higher as product of the lower’, the neophyte gains
a vision of the Washing of the Feet in the astral world during sleep.
Then the candidate is ready to pass to the second stage of the Christian initiation.

Gayle Etchererry

The 2nd Stage: Next we contend with the 3rd of the 6 basic exercises, & meet the 8fold path in the teachings of the Buddha, at this 2nd stage of the Christian Initiation
called by Steiner: The Scourging.
We know that life brings all kinds of suffering— physical, moral, intellectual, even
spiritual. The disciple must endure suffering with perfect equanimity of soul & heroic
courage. We can’t run away, we must conquer physical & moral fear.
When we become fearless, Steiner tells us we may be able to see, in lucid dream, the
scene of the Scourging. As our compassion deepens we may begin to see ourselves in
the Christ Who is scourged.
Certain symptoms or indications in physical life accompany this event: There is
an intensification in the life of feeling, a wider sense of what can be called a love of
life.
Steiner gives us the example in the life of Goethe - his sublime intelligence on the one
hand, but also his intense sympathy with all living beings, which gave him the key to
unlock the mysteries of nature.

This is a refinement & an extension of the forces of life. So you see, this is connected to
the etheric body, which gives the compensation for the trial of the Scourging. When the
neophyte acquires a feeling of love for all beings this gives a sense of living in the heart
of Nature herself.
This correlates to the 2nd Beatitude - the antidote to the 2nd layer of the inner
earth, called the
Fluid Earth, which is held under tremendous pressure by the Mineral Earth. Steiner
describes this layer as ‘dimly sentient’, calling its effect ‘negative of life’, it destroys &
dissolves, expels & kills all life, it is a realm of death.
The 2nd Beatitude is a balm for this: “Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be
comforted.”
The medicine of this stage proclaimed in the Sermon on the Mount as revealed by
Steiner expands this Beatitude: “Blessed or God-filled are they who do not banish
sorrow, but who endure it, developing the power of Ego whereby they can find
the Paraclete or Holy Spirit who reveals itself thru the ego”.
Doing the work prescribed at this stage opens the way for the emerging powers of the
Ego to “Build the Hut” for the Wisdom of Christ to dwell in, this is a precursor to the
achievement that will be seen in the 9th stage to come.

Iris Sullivan

The 3rd Stage: Here we see an extension of equanimity into positivity & open
mindedness. At this stage we must learn to brave the world morally & intellectually, with
a special emphasis on abstaining from anger – even when everything we hold dear is
being attacked. To develop the capacity to remain engaged but detached when
everything is tumbling down around us - to be able to say “Yes” when the rest of the
world says “No”, that is what must be achieved before the next step can be taken.
Rudolf Steiner calls this stage: The Crowning with Thorns, which leads us to
the Guardian of the Threshold.
This gives rise to a new symptom, or indication, recognized by those who work with the
class lessons as the power to detach the faculties of Thinking, feeling, &
willing. We must learn to separate & also to re-unite them at will.
So long as some outer event carries us away, we are immature. If we are not masters of
our own impulses, our actions may have a shattering influence in all worlds. The
disciple must be able to remain positive & open minded in the face of any event, no
matter how catastrophic.
That is the only way to reach freedom.
The separation of Thinking, feeling, & willing actually produces a change in the
brain that is symbolized by the Crown of Thorns.
Dr. Steiner warns that if the disciple has not properly achieved the earlier stages, tries to
go too fast, or receives wrong guidance, the change in the brain may lead to insanity which is an involuntary separation of these faculties without the possibility of their
reunification by the inner will. The disciple must bring about the separation by an act of
conscious volition.
So here we meet the phenomenon known as the Guardian of the Threshold, which
Steiner calls the appearance of the lower double. It is often dreadful, for it is the
offspring of all our urges & unresolved karma - All impulses of will, selfish desires &
chaotic thoughts, which appear to the Initiate in visible form - our own personification in
the astral world. This form must be met before we can find the higher Self.

The Guardian of the Threshold, is a phenomenon of astral vision since ancient
times. In the Egyptian Book of the Dead it is referred to as the ‘evil pilot’. It is the origin
of all the myths concerning the struggles of Heroes with monsters- of Perseus &
Hercules of St. George & Siegfried…
So what is our work here? In striving toward this stage of initiation we must be able to
find strength within our own Ego under the influence of Christ, to purify our astral
bodies here on earth.
The 3rd Beatitude is a help for this: “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the
earth.”
It is the antidote to the 3rd layer of the inner earth known as the Vapor Earth. Some of
the outer characteristics described by Steiner’s clairvoyant vision speak of it as
displaying a will-like expression capable of enormous expansion, like a cancer.
“Life present at every point”. The substance is imbued with inner forces
resembling passions and urges.
This is a realm of inverted feeling; joy becomes sorrow; sorrow is joy. The original
quality of any feeling or sensation is extinguished & converted into its opposite.
The 3rd Beatitude thru Steiner is: “Blessed and filled in their astral bodies with God
are those who become meek thru the power of their own Ego, who can foster
calmness and equanimity within themselves; all comfort and well-being on earth
shall be their reward, they will inherit the kingdom of earth.”
As we know, the astral body was incorporated into the human being during the Moon
evolution, & the Luciferic beings who gained influence over humanity at that time
established themselves specifically in the astral body, in an attempt to keep the human
being from reaching our highest earthly goal.
This influence was also inscribed into the planetary spheres. We saw on Holy
Wednesday of this year an eclipse of the vernal full moon (that’s 3 years in a row that
we have had a lunar eclipse during Holy Week) But there was another Planetary
alignment happening that day as well! Around the eclipse of the Vernal Full Moon in
Libra, which sets up the rhythm of the movable feast of Easter every year, Mercury,

ruler of Wednesday, & herald of the spiritual world, also stood in conjunction with Sun
& Moon & Earth, gathering up the message humanity offers to the gods.
Then some 40 days later, during the ten days from Ascension to Pentecost, we will see,
Mercury will come to another conjunction to return the message from our vernal queries
in a rare configuration called a 'transit'- which only happens 13 or 14 times each
century!
~from The Astronomical Letters of Elisabeth Vreede September, 1928, p. 121 "When
Mercury Stood in Libra: The approaching opening of the Goetheanum at Michaelmas
brings before the soul that September evening when the foundation stone of the house
dedicated to spiritual science was laid at nightfall by Dr. Steiner in a solemn ritual. With
an invocation of the hierarchies, the foundation stone, the double
dodecahedron, "symbol in its twofold twelvefoldness of the striving human soul, was
sunk as microcosm into the macrocosm, "let down "into the condensed kingdom of the
elements." To this stone was added the document that contained the solemn vow of
humankind toward the spiritual world. This document closed with the words: "Laid by the
Johannes Building Association...on the twentieth day of September 1880, after the
Mystery of Golgotha, that is, 1913 after the birth of Christ, when Mercury as evening
star stood in Libra, the Balance."
Mercury, in the same transit that occurred on Holy Wednesday 2016, was a
cosmic witness to the laying of the foundation stone at the 1st Goetheanum, the
only celestial body mentioned in this sacred ceremony!
When the seed of individuality was planted into the astral body during the Old Moon
phase, a possibility for humanity to become disconnected from the spiritual world was
also implanted into the Mercury sphere.
By laying the foundation stone at the time of the Mercury transit, was Rudolf
Steiner working to heal this possible rift?
Since the descent of Christ to earth, when it became possible for our Ego to be
imbued with the Christ Impulse, humanity has been sanctioned to fulfill the
mission of the earth by finding the power within to bridle the astral body & drive
out the Luciferic influences.

Steiner on the 3rd Beatitude: “Those who can curb their astral body, who are so
strong that they cannot be moved to anger without the consent of their Ego, who
are even-tempered & inwardly strong enough to overcome the astral body, will
fulfill the purpose of earthly evolution.”
So in the 3rd Beatitude we have the formula to overcome the cancerous urges of the
3rd layer of the inner earth.

Marina Sagramora

The 4th Stage: Before the Mystery of Golgotha we had the picture of Atlas bearing the
world on his shoulders. On the modern path it is: The Bearing of the Cross, which
refers to the Sentient Soul, Giving us the virtue of carrying “the world in one's
conscience”.
Here in this 4th stage of initiation we see an extension in the life of the feeling to an
identification with the whole Earth – the end of the feeling of separateness.
In modern times, the human being strongly identifies with the body. For instance:
Spinoza’s Ethics, tells us that the basic fundamental idea of the human being is ‘The
body in action.’ The disciple must cultivate the notion that in the sum-total of things, their
own body is not more important than any other body, whether it be the body of an
animal, a tree or a piece of marble. The Self is not bound by the skin; it is united with

the great entity of the universe, just as our hand is united with the rest of our body. That
is why the disciple must live into every other being, & identify with the Spirit of the Earth.
To identify ourselves with all beings doesn’t mean that the body is to be despised. We
must bear the body with dignity as we would some sacred object – just as Christ bore
His Cross.
The Spirit must wield the body as the hand wields the hammer. At this stage the disciple
must be conscious of the occult powers that are latent within the body.
The 4th Beatitude gives us a clue: “Blessed are they that hunger & thirst after
righteousness, for they shall be filled.”
Or as Steiner reveals: “The Ego must work to spiritualize the Sentient Soul
enabling us to feel the outpouring of brotherly love as righteousness; a longing
similar to what we previously experienced unconsciously as the physical longing
we call hunger and thirst.”
We must thirst for the things of the soul. This strengthening of the Sentient Soul is
the medicine for the 4th layer in the interior of the earth, called the Form Earth.
This layer holds the negative of every form found in the mineral layer; for example a
rock in this realm would look like a plaster cast, creating negative space.
Steiner tells us that in contemplation on this stage of initiation, called The Bearing
of the Cross, the stigmata may even appear. This is the sign that the disciple is ripe
for the next step.

The 5th Stage: In gradual illumination The 5th stage of initiation is revealed as The
Mystic Death. We have seen with the earlier stages, that even in the grip of the
greatest of all suffering, the disciple recognizes that the world of the senses is illusion.
The veil of the temple is ‘rent in twain.’ Now we are able to consciously cross the
abyss.
We can imagine that we are leaving a turbulent city behind us, entering a peaceful,
dense forest. Yes, at 1st it is dark, but the noise gradually stops & the silence becomes
complete. We finally begin to be aware of what lies beyond the silence, to pass what
Steiner calls “the zero point”. And sound arises again for the inner ear from the
other side of existence. We become aware of the dead, of descending into the world
of shades, but then the darkness breaks, & a new light- the astral light shines out.
This is the experience of the soul of those able to consciously cross the threshold to shine forth from out of the Intellectual Soul & orient life there. They are then “in
contact with the inverse quality of everything, just as in arithmetic, beneath the
zero point, we enter into the growing series of negative numbers.”
We need to lose all, in order to gain all. This applies to our own existence. In the
moment of losing all, we appear to die to ourselves & it is in the world around us
that we begin to live again. We pour our life out into our surroundings & it flows back
to us again, ever enriched.
When the initiate absorbs the power of Christ into the Intellectual Soul they develop
“virtues which go from like to like” -which shine out into the world. We really see the
other - What lives in the soul passes “from Ego to Ego”. “Subject & predicate are
equal,” as in the 5th Beatitude: “Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain
mercy”.
Steiner fills it out with “Blessed or God-filled are they who develop love; for as they
radiate forth love, it will return to them again.”
What goes forth returns again, what dies will be reborn. The Mystic Death is the
antidote to the 5th layer of the inner earth, called the Fruit Earth. This realm of
expansive growth has a soul-like quality, struggling to gain shape & form. Its
substance consists of burgeoning, teeming, out of control energies, like a virus. In
this layer we find life in its most original state, which was found “on the earth’s

surface when nothing lifeless had yet developed.” Steiner tells us that it must be
contained for if it got out into the atmosphere it would be act like a virus.
Here we learn that, without the transformation of the Mystic Death there would be
no mercy.
When the initiate has passed this stage, the time has come for the next.

The 6th Stage: This next stage is called: The Entombment, because the initiate can
begin to perceive that drop of the divine entombed within the heart, shining in the blood.
It is also called The Descent or Hallowing of Hell. As we have previously seen, the
disciple freed from the body becomes one with the earth. Being one with the
Earth they find themselves again within the life of the cosmos. Being united with
the all, they bring the all with them, just as the Christ did on Holy Saturday.
Here the 6th layer of the interior earth is called into play, the Fire Earth. Steiner spoke
about this even as Mount Vesuvius was erupting during his lecture ‘The Interior of the
Earth & Volcanic Eruptions’ in Berlin 1906. Steiner spoke about the 6th layer as
being “able to feel pleasure and pain, so to speak, and is more or less like a human
being who is ‘sky high’ one moment and ‘down in the dumps’ the next.”
He warned us that “human passions have a tremendous effect upon the Fire Earth.
The more human passions increase, the more restless it becomes”. It
is “composed of pure will, of elemental life forces in constant movement
permeated with drives and passions” – a veritable reservoir of unresolved will forces.
Steiner commented that “if you exert pressure on this substance it offers
opposition and fights back.”

This reminds me of an article I read a few weeks ago in Time magazine. It said that up
until 2009 Ohio hadn’t registered an earthquake for 300 million years! But since they
started fracking in Ohio, there have been over 995 earthquakes between 2009 &2015!
To me this is a perfect illustration that when the Fire Earth becomes disturbed by human
passions, by human greed, it exerts even greater pressure on the Fruit Earth causing
earthquakes or volcanic eruptions. This is intimately connected with the human
will; and Steiner tells us that this is the source of the eruptions that destroyed
Lemuria!
Steiner goes on to further describe this 6th layer: “When human will is evil and chaotic
it acts magnetically on this layer and disrupts it. When the human will is free from
egotism, it is able to appease this fire.”
The 6th Beatitude is the antidote to this layer & refers to the Consciousness Soul.
Here at last the Ego is free & pure; it becomes conscious of itself. The initiate can truly
perceive that drop of the eternal entombed within the heart, shining in the blood. This
transformation actually causes changes in the constitution of our blood which
works upon the physical body.
“Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.”
The 6th Beatitude thru Steiner: “Blessed are they, who are pure in blood and heart,
the expression of the Ego, who allow nothing to enter there but the pure Egonature; for they will recognize God therein!”
Christ’s descent into hell on Holy Saturday takes Him to the ‘primal ground of the
creator’, to The Father God in the microcosm. Here the blood flowed - a luminous seed
planted in the depths – so that the earth can become a future sun.
The initiate who becomes a receptacle for the Christ-force, able to experience the Christ
within, by pouring out their Ego into the Consciousness Soul, will be able to find their
way to the Father God in the depths.
And The tomb becomes an altar.

El Greco

The 7th Stage: The Resurrection is the sublime consequence of the journey into
hell. It is a sublime experience achieved through sacrifice. At this stage the initiate
acquires the power of healing.
It correlates to the 7th layer of the inner earth called Earth Mirror or Mirror Earth. It is
even more sensitive to human influences than the Fire Earth above it. It is like a prism
which decomposes everything reflected in it & brings to expression its polar counterpart.
“It reflects as reversed morality all that is good.”
It is up to human beings to transform the forces of this layer into moral healing
forces. When humanity has advanced enough to engender the highest sacrifice (the
mystic death) then everything a-moral in this Mirror Earth will be overcome, &
transformed into right relationship.
The 7th Beatitude shows us the way: “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall
be called the children of God.”
The Sermon on the Mount now rises to the Spirit-Self.

Here humanity no longer works alone; at this stage of evolution we must appeal to
the divine Spiritual worlds, which, through Christ, have been brought into connection
with the earth.
In former times, strife & disharmony entered humanity through the ego-nature, as it still
does today- but in the future, peace will be poured out over the earth through the ChristImpulse. And those who take up the Christ-Impulse will become the founders of this
peace, which in the future will gradually develop as Spirit-Self.
In a new sense we will become ‘children of God’, because we will consciously bring into
the world the spirit from the Spiritual Realms.
Steiner’s Beatitude: “Blessed are they who bring peace — or harmony into the
world; for they shall be the children of God!”
This completes the 7-fold human being.

The 8th Stage: Not until the distant future will humanity be able to develop the higher
members which correlate to the 8th & 9th stages. Steiner referred to them in his lectures
on esoteric Rosicrucianism, correlating them to the innermost layers of the interior
earth.
As we continue into these final stages on the path, we see that they are a heightened
development of the 1st & 2nd stages, related to the physical & etheric bodies.
In his Rosicrucian writings Steiner used a lexicon in keeping with the time before the
Mystery of Golgotha, but for our purposes we will continue to use the life of Christ as
our narrative, calling the 8th stage of the Christian Initiation: The Ascension.
For 40 days after the Resurrection, the apostles received esoteric teachings from the
Risen Christ. When the Christ returned ‘to sit at the right hand of the Father’ at the
Ascension, He became the bridge between the above and below; opening the way for
humanity to become the 10th hierarchy.
Since the 20th century, The Christ can be experienced in the etheric of the earth, &
because of the Ascension, the human soul can begin to come into contact with the
cosmic sphere where Christ derived the forces for His Resurrection Body The macrocosmic sphere of the Father, where the Atma, or future Spirit man, is
derived.
Also at this high stage of initiation the disciple can begin to know the Christ Being, as
the Lord of Karma.
As to the 8th & 9th Beatitudes, Steiner brings us back to Occult science, reminding us that
as we evolve from epoch to epoch, we don’t just jump right into the new paradigm; there
are always some souls who are ahead of the curve, & others that take a while longer to
acclimatize.
For example, what the Christ-Impulse brings, enters into evolution for ALL of humanity, but it doesn’t enter all at once, it comes in such a way that something still remains from
the earlier stages of evolution, leaving the way open for Freedom. It is therefore
necessary that those who, in freedom, understand the Christ-Impulse, should stand
firm. If they are inwardly permeated by the force that proceeds from the Christ-seed, &

stand firm on that foundation, they will be able to develop the force
of steadfastness illustrated in the 8th Beatitude which corresponds to the Life-Spirit:
“Blessed are they who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is the
kingdom of Heaven.”
Here we see it thru Steiner: “Blessed are they who stand under the new order, who
stand under Christ and who suffer persecution from that which remains over from
the old order!”
Now is a good time to stop & hear a reminder from the good Dr. Steiner to “beware
superiority”. He warns us that, especially when the student rises up to the higher levels
on the path, there is a danger of thinking we know better than others that may still be
working thru the old dispensation. There is a danger of becoming the persecutor
ourselves, of criticizing, or feeling the need to censor those on a different path. Having
a righteous attitude, calling other anthroposophers “heretic” because they strive in their
own way, will only open the student up to the forces of the adversaries that lay in wait
on the path.
The 8th layer of the inner earth is in opposition to the Life-Spirit. It is called The
Splinterer or Fragmenter. In the Pythagorean School it was called ‘Sphere of
Numbers”. The occult schools refer to it as the Shatterer.
Steiner describes this 8th layer: “Everything evil is prepared, organized and brought
into the world from here. Quarrelsome people are so constituted that this layer has a
special influence on them. This region is the seat of all disharmony, immorality and
unrest. Everything there strives against the other; it is the opposite of love. If a
black magician were to succeed in reaching it, and some do have the power, the evil in
him would grow tremendously more powerful.”
But if humanity succeeds in progressively ridding itself of the immorality of trying to
dictate or impose their will onto others, but instead, replaces this unrest with the love &
compassion of allowing free will, this zone will calm down.
This will in turn influence the attitudes of all human beings. In the 8th stage of
Initiation We must all work together in harmony in order to overcome this disruptive

force. That is why this layer was laid into the earth, so that human beings could
develop harmony, like a protective sheath for ourselves within the group. All the work
we do with our study groups, & the festivals, to build community, make us earnest
warriors working together with the guidance of Michael.
The Ascension is the seed of the Second Coming, and the Second Coming is the
fulfillment of the Ascension.
This builds the sacred space for the mystery of the Sophia. (Do a Hallelujah & say
amen) Which we will explore next…

The 9th Stage: And so it is that 10 days after Ascension we come to:
Whitsun or Pentecost, which correlates to the 9th stage in the Rosicrucian/Christian
Initiation. I think of it as a Uniting with The Sophia - The Isis or Wisdom of Christ.
Of course this theme, which is of special interest to me, another focus of my spiritual
scientific research, deserves its own series of lectures, but for now it will suffice to say:

The Cosmic Being of the Sophia belongs to the Highest Heavenly realms. In relation to
the earth, we can see this Divine Being connected to the sphere of the Sun as a star.
Her highest member connected with humanity is at the level of The Spirits of Wisdom,
her lowest member is the being of Anthroposophia.
In the past Lucifer had slain her, the task of the initiate is to re-member her, bringing
Wisdom into the purified soul of humanity.
Without the marriage of Wisdom & Love, we cannot hope to understand & live into the
Love that Christ brings.
In our time the Being of Anthroposophia working as the youngest member of the
Cosmic Sophia is responsible for the path that leads to free thinking, loosened from
the physical brain in anticipation of the age of Spirit Man. She is therefore leading
humanity in the modern path of initiation, with the help of the cosmic intelligence
of Michael, to unite us with the Love of Christ, which has been made available to
human beings through the work of Christian Rosenkreutz & Rudolf Steiner.
In the stage of Spirit Man, the purified physical body - receives the substance of
Atma & is able to truly live within its ideals.
The 9th layer is in opposition to Spirit-Man. Steiner called it “the last carapace of
the Earth‘s immaterial Core,” & spoke of a relationship between this realm and the
functions of the human brain and the forces of human and animal reproduction. The
spirit of the planet lives here; what Steiner called the ‘Earth Brain’ in his Mystery
Dramas.
But here too lurks the sun demon, the being of the anti-Christ, Sorath.
When Christ, the “I” bringer, penetrated this primal point, redeeming the lost souls of
the dead, the Resurrection took place, 1st at the gates of hell. With the Resurrection at
dawn on Easter Sunday, what was preserved at the earth’s core from the Saturn
condition, the archetype of the physical body, was renewed, & from the grave of
the earth rose the ‘New Adam’ – the Resurrection body of Christ, which waits to
be drawn towards humanity for “The New Jerusalem”. Here at the core, a golden
sun is pulsing – the origin of the legend of Shambhalla.

To this Sorath, the “I” destroyer, and his minions the Asuras, work to oppose. The
substance of this 9th realm, seeking to destroy this golden future, is
the epitome of black magic, sowing hate, discord & separation. Here is where
Dante put Cain, the brother killer.
Only the might of spiritualized love united with purified Wisdom, held by the most
sublime initiate, can transform all that is physical, even the body of the earth herself.
The 9th Beatitude cautions us that to achieve such greatness we must face much
resistance: “Blessed are you when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and
shall say all manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake. Rejoice, and be
exceeding glad, for great is your reward in Heaven.”
Rudolf Steiner encourages us with: “Blessed are you, who are especially called to
carry the Name of Christ out into the world!”
This is the 9-fold human being - Spirit-Man in the making.

The 10th Stage: 10 is the number of completion. We then begin a new sequence.
Humanity having achieved the initiation as a 9-fold being, works on as the
10th Hierarchy, to co-create the building of the ‘New Jerusalem’ - Shambhalla the Earth as a Sun. It is for this that we strive.
Here is where I ended my lecture on Easter 2016.

For today’s offering, I have decided to include below my undigested notes on this
theme, which deserves its own lecture.
“The growth of the New Jerusalem has been ongoing since the Mystery of
Golgotha. When the human being has entirely fulfilled his time on earth he will
have reached the stage in which he not only weaves the heavenly substance into
his own body through his senses, but in which he extends the heavenly
substance through what we call spiritual knowledge and art into what will be the
external city. The Old Jerusalem was built from below upwards; the New
Jerusalem will be built in all reality from above downwards”. ~From The Book of
Revelation, by Rudolf Steiner, Lecture 9, Dornach, 13 September 1924
Some thoughts from lecture 12 of The Apocalypse of St. John By Rudolf Steiner
It is only possible for humanity to reach freedom & love through the descent of
evil into the abyss.
The clairvoyant Jupiter-human will live consciously under moral conditions. The astral
body already transformed through the ego will be capable of working into the etheric
body. This is possible thru the Christ-being. Only later will humanity, with the aid of the
Father, be able to work into the physical body.
The “first death” is the laying aside of the very last physical body. Humanity then goes
on living in the spiritualized earth with all that has been brought into the etheric body
with the aid of Christ. They live in harmony with the Christ-principle.
The etheric body of those who have rejected it will be adapted to the physical body &
will live in disharmony & burning desire. Those who have thrust away the forces which
the Jupiter-consciousness can give them, will remain behind, sunk down below. It is the
corrupted intelligence that falls prey to the beast; therefore the number of the beast is
the number of humanity. The Sorat-principle originating from other world-ages, must
satisfy itself with these materialists who have hardened into matter on the earth. These
will be the hosts of Sorat.
But it will still be possible to convert a certain number. Not till the Venus-incarnation
does the final decision come.

In the further spiritualizing of the earth there will no longer be etheric bodies. Those who
have received Christ will cast them off without trouble; the others will feel it as a
“second death”.
“…This is the plan which is called the New Jerusalem. They live in a new heaven
and a new earth, that is, Jupiter. This new Jupiter will be accompanied by a satellite,
composed of those who are excluded from the life in the spiritual, who have
experienced the second death and are, therefore, unable to attain the Jupiter
consciousness”.
Those who have reached the true goal on earth, sketch out the plan for the
Jupiter-evolution: the New Jerusalem.
The regularity of the New Jerusalem is pictured in the cube of the 7th Seal.

from a sketch by Rudolf Steiner
In Chicago we were fortunate to have Christian Community priest Richard Dancey, who
is an amazing storyteller, bring us the Legend of Shambhala over the years. It is a long
& winding tale, which I could never hope to bring in this format. But it is so interesting
that I thought I would share a few words about the origins of this myth:
Shambhala ="the golden place of peace/tranquility/happiness/just-so".

In Tibetan Buddhist & Hindu traditions, Shambhala is a mythical kingdom hidden in
the interior of the Earth.
Hindu texts such as the Vishnu Purana mention Shambhala as the birthplace of Kalki,
the final incarnation of Vishnu who will usher in a new Golden Age - Satya Yuga.
The Kalachakra, a Buddhist text, prophesies that when the world declines into war &
greed, & all seems lost, the 25th Kalki king, Lord Maitreya, will emerge from
Shambhala with a huge army to vanquish "Dark Forces" & usher in a worldwide Golden
Age. (Some scholars put this date at 2424 AD)
The legends, teachings & restorative practices associated with Shambhala are older
than any of these organized religions.
Shambhala may very well have been an indigenous belief system, of 'sun worshipers'
yet to come, with amazing healing abilities, wisdom & long life.
The idea of Shambhala is said to have "outer", "inner", &"alternative" meanings. As
the 14th Dalai Lama noted during his 1985 Kalachakra initiation, Shambhala is not an
ordinary place: “Although those with special affiliation may actually be able to go there
through their karmic connection, nevertheless it is not a physical place that we can
actually find. We can only say that it is a pure land, a pure land in the human realm. And
unless one has the merit & the actual karmic association, one cannot actually arrive
there”.
During the late-19th century, HP Blavatsky co-founder of the Theosophical Society,
alluded to the Shambhala myth, giving it currency for Western occult enthusiasts.
Madame Blavatsky, who claimed to be in contact with a Great White Lodge of
Himalayan Adepts, mentions it in several places.
Later esoteric writers further emphasized & elaborated on the concept of a secret land
inhabited by a hidden mystic brotherhood whose members labor for the good of
humanity.
Alice A. Bailey claims ‘Shamballa is an extra-dimensional or spiritual reality on
the etheric plane, a spiritual centre where the governing deity of Earth, Sanat Kumara,

dwells as the highest Avatar of the Planetary Logos of Earth, and is said to be an
expression of the Will of God’.
Nicholas and Helena Roerich led a 1924-1928 expedition aimed at Shambhala.

Nicholas Roerich
French Buddhist Alexandra David-Néel associated Shambhala with Balkh in present
day Afghanistan, also offering the Persian Sham-i-Bala, "elevated candle" as an
etymology of its name.
In a similar vein, the Gurdjieffian J. G. Bennett published speculation that Shambalha
was Shams-i-Balkh, a Bactrian sun temple.
“…The more insight men achieve, the greater and mightier will Christ appear to
them to be! When once their gaze can penetrate into Shamballa, they will be able
to understand much of what is indeed contained in the Gospels but for the
recognition of which they will need to experience a kind of event of
Damascus. Thus at the time when men are more sceptical of the original records than
they have ever been, the new form of belief in Christ Jesus will arise when we
grow into the realm where He will first be encountered: the mysterious land of
Shamballa”. ~from The Second Coming of Christ in the Etheric World, lecture 2, by
Rudolf Steiner

Synopsis:

Encountering the Inner Layers of the Earth as a Rosicrucian/Christian Initiation,
in relation to the Beatitudes and the 9-fold human being

1. The Washing of the Feet - a preparatory exercise in morality.
The higher is a product of the lower.
The Christ could not accomplish His deed without being in the center of the
12
Physical body
1st layer –The Mineral Earth – known science, Thin allows volcanic
eruptions Mt. Vesuvius April 6, 1906
1st Beatitude - “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of
Heaven”
“Blessed are they who are beggars for the spirit, for if they develop their
Ego ruled outer bodies in the right way, they will find within themselves
the kingdom of heaven.” RS (this is a prefiguring of the 8th stage)
A vision of this scene from the life of Christ
2. The Scourging – Endure suffering, Courage & equanimity. Intensification in
the life of feeling. A Love of life. Sympathy with all living beings & the
whole of Nature
Etheric Body
2nd layer – The Fluid Earth – dimly sentient, dissolves life
2nd Beatitude - “Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be
comforted.”
“Blessed or God-filled are they who do not banish sorrow, but who
endure it, developing the power of Ego whereby they can find the
Paraclete or Holy Spirit who reveals itself thru the ego” RS (Prefiguring of
stage #9)
To see, in lucid dream, the scene of the Scourging; as compassion deepens,
to see ourselves in the Christ Who is scourged.

3. The Crowning with Thorns — abstain from anger. Detachment. The power
to separate & re-unite thinking, feeling, willing produces a brain change
Astral Body purify to drive Lucifer out
3rd layer - The Vapor or Air Earth – cancerous urges “Life present at every
point”. Inverted feeling
3rd Beatitude - “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.”
“Those who can curb their astral body, who are so strong that they cannot
be moved to anger without the consent of their Ego, who are eventempered and inwardly strong enough to overcome the astral body, will
fulfill the purpose of earthly evolution. ”RS
Meet the Guardian of the Threshold.
4. The Bearing of the Cross – to carry ‘the world in one's conscience.’ Bear the
body with dignity like an external object, as Christ bore His Cross. Live into
every being. Identify with the Spirit of the Earth. End of feeling separate.
Brotherly Love.
The Sentient Soul - The Spirit must wield the body as the hand wields the
hammer.
4th layer - The Water or Form Earth – negative space
4th Beatitude: “Blessed are they that hunger & thirst after righteousness,
for they shall be filled.” The Ego must work to spiritualize the Sentient Soul
enabling us to feel the outpouring of brotherly love as righteousness; a
longing similar to what we previously experienced unconsciously as the
longing we call hunger and thirst.” We must thirst for the things of the soul.
“Blessed are they who, through the Christ-Impulse, learn to hunger and
thirst after righteousness; for they will find a strong force in their inner
being whereby, because they are working for the righteousness of the
world, they shall find within themselves the satisfaction of this quality.”
RS
The stigmata may appear

5. The Mystic Death – to consciously cross the threshold - Lose all to gain all
- senses are illusion. We appear to die to ourselves & it is in the world
around us that we begin to live again. We pour our life
out into our surroundings & it flows back to us again, ever enriched.
Intellectual soul- Develop virtues which go from like to like.
Subject & predicate are equal, as in the 5th Beatitude “Blessed are the
merciful, for they shall obtain mercy”.
“Blessed or God-filled are they who develop love; for as they radiate forth
love, it will return to them again.” RS
5th layer - The Fruit Earth - Life in its most original state before death came
to earth, must be contained Teeming, out of control. Like a virus.
Without the transformation of the Mystic Death there would be no
mercy.
6. The Entombment, - The Descent or Hallowing of Hell - Only by experiencing
the descent can we ascend. Freed from the body, become one with the
earth. Being one with the earth, find life again within the cosmos. Being
united with the all, bring the all up from the depths, in the depths find the
Father God.
Consciousness soul - Can perceive that drop of the divine entombed within
the heart, shining in the blood Changes the constitution of our blood.
6th layer - Fire Earth - able to feel pleasure and pain, composed of
unresolved will forces. The more human passions increase, the more
restless it becomes. It fights back -causing earthquakes or volcanic
eruptions. These ended Lemuria. “When human will is evil and chaotic it
acts magnetically on this layer and disrupts it. When the human will is free
from egotism, it is able to appease this fire.”
6th Beatitude - “Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.”
“Blessed are they, who are pure in blood and heart, the expression of the
Ego, who allow nothing to enter there but the pure Ego-nature; for they
will recognize God therein!”RS
The tomb becomes an altar.

7. The Resurrection - Consequence of the journey into hell, achieved through
sacrifice- The power of healing. Achieved through sacrifice.
Spirit-Self – consciously able to bring into the world the spirit from the
Spiritual Realms
7th layer -The Earth Mirror or Mirror Earth - Reversed morality; like a prism
which decomposes everything reflected in it, bringing to expression its
polar counterpart. It is up to human beings to transform the forces of this
layer into moral healing forces.
7th Beatitude: “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the
children of God”.
“Blessed are they who bring peace — or harmony into the world; for they
shall be the sons of God!” RS
8. Ascension – Includes the 40 days of teaching leading up to it. Connects
phantom body & Etheric body
8th Beatitude: “Blessed are they who are persecuted for righteousness’
sake, for theirs is the kingdom of Heaven”.
“Blessed are they who stand under the new order, who stand under Christ
and who suffer persecution from that which remains over from the old
order!” RS
To stand firm, when past influences seek to destroy, to be steadfast in
regards the 8th layer - The Splinterer or Fragmenter. “Everything evil is
prepared, organized & brought into the world from here. The seat of all
disharmony, immorality & unrest. Everything there strives against the
other; it is the opposite of love.” In opposition to Life-Spirit Replacing
immorality with love calms this zone down.
Working together in harmony opens the way for Wisdom.
9. Whitsun or Pentecost -Uniting with the Sophia – The Isis or Wisdom of
Christ
Spirit-Man- purified physical body - transforming space so the new impulse
can descend.

9th layer- The Earth Core - black magic sowing hate - Relates to the
functions of the human brain and the forces of the human and animal
reproduction.
Home of the ‘Earth Brain’ - Here too lurks the sun demon, the anti-Christ,
Sorath.
9th Beatitude “Blessed are you when men shall revile you, and persecute
you, and shall say all manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake.
Rejoice, and be exceeding glad, for great is your reward in Heaven.”
‘Blessed are you, who are especially called to carry the Name of Christ out
into the world!’ RS.
Spiritualized Love - This is Spirit-Man in the making –
The Resurrection body of Christ won by humanity.
10.The ‘New Jerusalem’ the Earth as a Sun. Shambhalla.

~Hazel Archer Ginsberg
(1st draft) March 27th, 2015, The Feast Day of Lazarus-John
ReverseRitual@gmail.com
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